C o r r e s p o n d e n c e
Safety of Tattoos in Persons Undergoing MRI
To the Editor: Case reports of adverse reactions in persons undergoing magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) have implicated tattoos as a potential source of risk. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] Quantitative data are lacking to inform the risk assessment of tattoo-associated adverse events among persons undergoing MRI, but these data are needed given the increasing prevalence of tattoos.
In a prospective study, volunteers at the University College London Wellcome Centre for Human Neuroimaging who were enrolled in neuroimaging studies involving scanners with a magnetic field strength of 3 Tesla were asked to participate if they had at least one tattoo and met specific inclusion criteria (≤5% of the body tattooed, tattoo or tattoos ≤20 cm in length, and no tattoos on the head, neck, or genitals) (see Table S1 in the Supplementary Appendix, available with the full text of this letter at NEJM.org). The study was approved by the ethics committee of University College London, and written informed consent was obtained from all the participants.
Characteristics (the number, colors, and dimensions of the tattoos; the country in which the tattoos were applied; and the year of the application of the tattoos) were recorded along with the maximum specific absorption rate of the MRI sequences (which was maintained at <2 watts per kilogram) and the age and sex of the participants. The primary outcome measure was successful completion of MRI. If completion of MRI was unsuccessful, the event was deemed by the investigators to be an adverse reaction if it was tattoo-related.
Between 2011 and 2017, a total of 330 persons who were 18 to 66 years of age underwent MRI in a total of 585 sessions. Five different MRI scanners (one Allegra scanner, three types of Magnetom Trio scanners, and one Mag netom Prisma scanner, all manufactured by Siemens) had either a body coil (in 567 sessions) or a localized head coil (in 18) for radio-frequency transmission. Various types of functional and anatomical imaging were performed.
The participants had one to seven tattoos, and there were a total of 932 unique tattoos across the cohort. Black (in 717 tattoos) was the most common in a range of ink colors (Fig. S1a in the Supplementary Appendix). The maximum tattoo dimension ranged from 1.0 to 20.0 cm (Fig. S1b in the Supplementary Appendix). Tattoos were applied primarily in Europe (570 tattoos), the United Kingdom (456 tattoos), and the Americas (90 tattoos), as well as in Asia, Africa, and Australia. A total of 25 tattoos were applied by the participants themselves. The maximum specific absorption rate of the MRI ranged from 4 to 95%; the median rate was 36% (interquartile range, 29 to 44).
One participant retrospectively reported "awareness" of a tattoo and "tingling" when scanning began. This was not classified by the investigators as a tattoo-related adverse reaction, and it this week's letters 
